The calculation of intensity is extended to a crystalline medium, and the expression for the total intensity of all the Brillouin components together, is shown to be identical with Waller's expression for X-ray scattering.
I ntroduction and general theory
In quantum mechanics every particle is described through a wave function \]s. A complete description of the behaviour of the particle therefore implies the know ledge of the value of \]f a t all space-time points. Any set of physical laws governing the particle are to be translated into the corresponding mathematical equations satisfied by \Js. The entire system of these equations is called the equation of motion of the particle. In accordance with the principle of near action one assumes th a t these equations can always be put in the differential form. The principle of super position then requires th at these differential equations be linear in \Jr.
In general it may be necessary to use more than one wave function to describe the particle as, for example, in the case of the electron. Assuming th a t a finite number of them are sufficient one can write them as ^2, ..., ^rn. I t is usual to call these n functions the components of one wave function xjr. This terminology, which has been taken over from the theory of vector spaces in mathematics, has the following two physical justifications, except for which it would have been simpler to treat the n functions separately and thus regard the particle as composed of n physically simpler entities. First, these functions are in general not independent, since they are interconnected through the equations of motion. Therefore it may not be possible to put, say, all except \Jrx equal to zero for all time. The second justification depends on the principle of relativity according to which all physical laws should be expressible in the same mathematical form in different co-ordinate systems moving uniformly with respect to each other. In order to be able to pre serve the form of the equation of motion under a Lorentz transformation it is, in general, necessary to assume th a t in the new co-ordinate system the components of the same wave function are given by suitable linear combinations of those in the old one. This is illustrated in the case of the electromagnetic field where a pure electric field gives rise to magnetic components in a transformed system. I t is therefore not possible to separate the electric and the magnetic components of the field in a relativistic way.
Returning to the equations of motion one notices th a t any system of linear differential equations can always be replaced by a suitable system of linear differ ential equations of the first order merely by defining new functions which are equal to the derivatives of the previous ones (Courant & Hilbert 1937, p. 10) . Therefore one can bring the equations to the form where cpq and cpq are suitable coefficients. Here the summation co tensor index k (k = 0,1,2,3) is used, and as usual the metric tensor gkl (gkl = goo = -<7n = -<?22 = -£33 = 1) is employed for raising and lowering the tensor indices, m and n are suitable integers. Considering the interaction free case so th a t no physical quantity other than \Jr can enter into (1), it follows th at the c's must be given functions of xk. I t will be assumed th at they are constants. (1) c written as iy kdkrlr + x^ = 0 (dk = dldxk),
where y k = || ckQ || and /? = -| j cpq j| are mx * X xjr = || \}rQ || and y is a real numerical constant = | = 0. Now in accordance with the prin ciples of relativity and quantum mechanics one requires th at in a new Lorentz frame the components of the same wave function be given by suitable linear combinations of those in the old one. Therefore for every Lorentz transformation t given by
there exists an n x nm atrix T(t) with constant coefficients such th at the new x 1 matrix i/r'{x') formed from the components in the new system is given by =
However, in present quantum mechanics, it is sufficient for all physical purposes to determine \Jr' to within a constant factor of modulus unity. Therefore, in order th a t one may be able to calculate \jr' unambiguously from to within this factor, it is necessary and sufficient th at for any two Lorentz transformations s and t and their product st the following relation should hold:
T(s)T(t)=(o(s,t)T(st).(4)
Here oj(s , t) is a unimodular complex number. By multiplying the matrices T(t) with suitable unimodular factors it can then always be arranged th at = ± 1 (Wigner 1939). (4) then implies that the matrices T(t) constitute a representation of the Lorentz group, the double-valued representations being permitted. Further, in order to ensure the relativistic invariance of the equations of motion (2), one assumes that for every Lorentz transformation t there exists an x matrix r («) such th at r (t)y k T^t ) = t 'yh <««)
I t is now necessary to introduce the concept of decomposability. Let 91 be a vector space and let 91* (i = 1,..., j\ ĵ 2) be su 
(j ^ 2) of 91, © is said to be allowed under if | 91*: 91*->©* 1 , In p ar ticular, if © is the same as 91, (7) is an allowed decomposition J of 91, 91. On the other hand, the decomposition (6) of 91 is said to be allowed under T if 9!->9l and T| 91*: 91*91* (i = 1, . . . , / . 91* are then said to be invariant under T. Now let E be a set of linear transformations of the following three types:
(1) ? \:9 1^9 t, (2) T2:9t->©, (3) T3:©->©.
Then the simultaneous decomposition (7) is said to be allowed under if (i) the decomposition (7 a) of 91 is allowed under all (ii) the simultaneous decomposition (7) of 91, © is allowed under all T2, (iii) the decomposition (7 6) of © is allowed under all Tz. An allowed decomposition of 91, © is said to be proper if 91*, ©* are never both zero for any i. If a proper allowed decomposition of 91, © exists, then the pair 91, © is said to be decomposable under E and also E itself is said to be decomposable. One easily proves th a t either the pair 91, © is indecomposable or there exists a proper allowed decomposition of 91, © such th at each pair 91*, ©* 1 ,..., is indecom posable under E. Such a decomposition is said to be complete. A complete decom position of E has the same meaning. Moreover, if
© = ©;©...©©> (86)
is another complete decomposition of 91, ©, then it can be shown t h a t / = j and the pair (91*, ©*) is isomorphic to (91*, ©*) under E, provided the suffixes in (8) are suitably rearranged. More explicitly, this means th a t there exists an isomorphism between 91* and 91* and another between ©* and ©* such th a t they are both preserved under all transformations of E. Thus a complete decomposition is unique to within isomorphism. In particular, let Eb e a set of n x the corresponding n-and ra-dimensional representation spaces. Decompose 91, © completely under E and choose co-ordinate systems in 91 and © adapted to this decomposition. Then the linear transformation corresponding to any matrix of E is represented by a new m atrix when referred to these new co-ordinate systems. This new matrix is then said to be a completely decomposed form of the old matrix. In particular, let E = (yk,/?, T(t) ), where t runs through the whole Lorentz group. The decomposability of E then implies the existence of two non-singular n x n and m x m matrices U and U' respectively, such th a t U 'ykU and U'fiU have the form (where a t least one of the white rectangles consisting of zeroes actually exists) and U~xT(t) U has the form
Clearly (9) then decomposes into two entirely independent sets of equations, each set separately being relativistically invariant since U -h p = U~xT{t) U {U~'f). In such circumstances one says th at (2) is decomposable. The complete decomposi tion of Z similarly brings about a decomposition of (2) into indecomposable equa tions. (2) is then said to be completely decomposed. The complete decomposition of (2) is unique to within isomorphism. Now the physical system described by (2) can be considered elementary only if it cannot be decomposed into two independent subsystems both having relativistic ally invariant equations of motion. Therefore the equation of motion of an elemen tary particle must be indecomposable. Also since every equation of the type (2) can be decomposed into two or more independent and indecomposable equations it is sufficient to study only the latter.
Hence let (2) be an indecomposable equation. In the present paper only the case m = n will be considered. Two essentially different cases arise according as /? is singular or non-singular. Attention will be confined to the latter case. One can then multiply (2) by y?_1 on the left. This has the effect of replacing /? by 1. Therefore it can be assumed th at ff = 1 in (2). Then it follows immediately fr T \t) = T(t). Since m = n, one can take ® = 91. Then the decomposability of 91, 91 in this case is equivalent to th at of 91. For, clearly, if 91 is decomposable so is 91, 91. Also if 91, 91 is decomposable there exists an allowed decomposition 91 = 9?10 9 t2, (10a) © = © !® e 2 (io6) under Z = (yfc, /? = 1 , T(t)). But since 1 , it followsj th at 91x0®!, 912C®2. However, as both the sums are direct one gets immediately 91x = ©1; 912 = ®2. $ The usual sym bols C and € for ' is contained in ' and ' belongs to ' respectively are used in this paper.
Hence (10a) is an allowed decomposition of 9ft which is therefore decomposable. Thus in order to ensure the elementary character of the particle it is sufficient to assume th at 9ft is indecomposable. A stronger condition to assume is th a t 9ft is irreducible under 27 = (yk, T(t)), i.e. there is no subspace of 9ft other than itself and zero, which is invariant under 27. However, the still stronger assumption th at 9ft is irreducible under 270 = (yk) will be made. Besides, the following two additional physical assumptions concerning the particle will be m ade:
(i) That it satisfies the second-order wave equation
(ii) Either the total charge or the total energy of the field, associated with the particle is positive definite.
(i) ensures th at the particle has a fixed rest mass, while (ii) is necessary if the field is to be quantized. The consequences of (i), together with the relativistic invariance of the equation of motion, have been examined in a recent paper (Harish-Chandra 1946a, referred to as A). I t was shown there th at in order th a t every solution of the wave equation
iy kdkr]r + x^r = 0 (12) may satisfy (11), it is necessary and sufficient th at the minimum equation of y 0 be of the form 7on"2(7 § -l) = 0,
n being some integer ^ 2. Moreover, it seems essential for constructing an energymomentum tensor and a current vector, according to the usual principles of quantum mechanics, th at the y-representation be equivalent to its Hermitian conjugate, i.e. there should exist a non-singular matrix A such th at
where f denotes Hermitian conjugate. If such a m atrix exists it can always be chosen to be Hermitian (cf. § 2) so th at
(14) enables one to derive (12) by variation of the Lagrangian
where \Jf* = \Jr*A. The current vector sk and the energy-momentum tensor Tkh derived from (15) in the usual way, are
Tu (166) Using (16) it will be shown in § 3 th a t (ii) is equivalent to the condition th at either A y^+1 or Ay™ (where m is the greatest even integer ^n -1) be a non-negativej matrix. Notice th at the present initial assumptions differ from those made by previous authors (Fierz & Pauli 1939; Madhavarao 1942; Bhabha 1945 a, b) . The theory given by Fierz & Pauli (1939) fulfils the conditions (i) and (ii), but the corresponding wrave equation cannot, in general, be written in the form (12). On the other hand, Bhabha (1945 a, b) starts from an equation of this form (with the y k s irreducible) but he assumes th at Ikl = I(7k7i~7i7k)' where Ikl are the matr to the infinitesimal Lorentz transformations (cf. equation (20)), and 1 is a numerical constant. I t can be shown that this assumption is incompatible with (11) except in the two cases corresponding to the Dirac and the Duffin-Kemmer matrices. Also, the condition (ii) is, in general, not fulfilled in his theory.
Assuming th at A exists one can study its properties more closely. From (14a) it follows th a t A f~xA commutes with y k. Therefore it is a multiple of the unit matrix since the yfc's form an irreducible set. Hence one can arrange th at A = A f.
Now t-> T(t) is a representation of the Lorentz group. I t is uniquely determined by the condition th at tk'7i = m y k T -\t) .

For if t-> T ' ( t ) is another representation satisfying (17), then T~x{t) T'(t) commutes with y k and therefore T'(t) = c(t) T(t), where c(t) is a number. Clearly t-+c(t)
is a one-dimensional representation of the Lorentz group. But the only possible one dimensional representation is t-> ± 1, where the 4-sign is proper Lorentz transformations. Hence T(t) = T'(t) a t least for the proper Lorentz group. Now since tkl is real it follows from (14) and (17) th at
is a representation of the Lorentz group. Hence
\t)A T { t) = ± A (19)
Now consider the infinitesimal Lorentz transformation t(e) given by
ekl being infinitesimal quantities. The corresponding matrix T may be written as
Ikl satisfy the following commutation rules: 
Let J be the reflexion matrix so th at
where the suffix k° runs from 1 to 3 only. Since J 2 commutes with y k it can always be arranged th a t J 2 -1. Now it is well known th a t by a suitable transformation one can always go over to a representation in which
For brevity such a representation will be called a U-representation. Consider a non-singular matrix A 'in a U-representation such th at
Such a matrix exists since A ' = A J is a possible choice. From (24a) it follows th a t A ' is a scalar or pseudoscalar element of the algebra 2l(y) generated by y k (see A). Conversely, if A' is a scalar (pseudoscalar) element such th at in a -representation
To = A 'y 0 (25)
then A ' satisfies (24) on account of (216). Hence A A 'J fulfils (14a). Choose A ' so th a t it is Hermitian. Then it can be expressed uniquely in the form
where yl* is a positive definite m atrix which commutes with the unitary matrix 7). Also ?/ = 7j f, so that rj2 -1 (Murnaghan 1938, p. 26) . Let a JA* deno definite Hermitian -square root of yl*. Then yl* and a JA* are, respectively, the positive definite Hermitian square root and fourth root of yl'2 which commutes with Ikh J and rj. Hence yl* and a JA* do the same. Therefore from (24a) is a scalar or pseudoscalar. Further, the equivalence transformation y k->■sjA*Yk(*sjA*)~x leaves J and Ikl unaltered but transforms y l' into (^JA*)~1A '(a JA*)~1 = rj. Hence in a suitable U-representation y l' = rj, where rj is a scalar or pseudoscalar element such th a t rj = 7jf, = 1.
P u t yl = e (27 6) where e = 1 or iaccording as rj is a scalar or pseudosc Now in the case of the Dirac and the Duffin-Kemmer matrices it is easily proved on using the results of A ( § 5) th a t every scalar or pseudoscalar element of 9l(y) satisfies the equation
Then it follows from (27) th a t in a suitable {/-representation 7o7o = so th at y 0 is a normal matrix (Murnaghan 1938, p. 26 ) which can therefore be brought to the diagonal form by a unitary transformation. Since unitary transformations preserve the U --property of the representation it follows th a t it is possible to h y0 diagonal in a {/-representation. B ut clearly in the diagonal form y l since the eigenvalues of y 0 are real. Therefore A = 1 is a so A = J in a suitable representation.
Returning to the general case, suppose is a pseudoscalar. Then
and therefore neither A y ? +1 nor A y? can be non-negative. This c assumption (ii). Therefore r ji s a scalar and
Hence only the 4-sign is possible in (19). I t then follows immediately th a t is a scalar and ijr*ykijr transforms as the components of a vector. The Lagrangian . L is then invariant under all Lorentz transformations.
Quantization
First one must derive the matrix conditions corresponding to the positive definite ness of the total charge or the total energy. For this purpose decompose the field into Fourier waves. Then it follows from (16) in the usual way th a t the total charge or the total energy of the field is a sum of terms each of which corresponds to a Fourier wave occurring in this decomposition. As y#=0 every Fourier wave can be brought to rest by a suitable Lorentz transformation without affecting the value of the total charge or the sign of the total energy. Now since for a particle a t rest the charge and the energy-densities are independent of the space co-ordinates it is necessary and sufficient for our purpose to ensure th a t either the charge-density or the energy-density is positive definite for a particle a t rest. Due to (11), the wave function x]r of such a particle is given by xjr = where W+ and W_ are independent of xk. Put (32) where m is the greatest even integer < n -1. Co one-column matrix independent of xk. Then since 1 or 2 it follows from (13) th at and therefore ( l -7 i ) 7^ = 0,
is a solution of (12) and hence represents a possible state of the particle at rest. Remembering th a t m is even and y™+2 = one finds th a t the charge-density corresponding to (34) is «0 = elPrMyg,+1S,r.
From (32) and (35) it is clear th at the total charge is positive definite if
for every W for which y"1 0.
Now from Ay™+1 W = 0 it follows th at y 0A~lA y^+1 W = y™+2 = and obviously the converse is also true. Hence (366) can be replaced by the condition Ay%+1XF * 0.
From (14) it follows th at Ay™+1 is Hermitian, and so it can be brou form by a unitary transformation. Then it is obvious from (36a) and (36c) th a t all eigenvalues of Ay™+1 must be ^ 0. Ay™+1 is therefore a non-negative matrix. Con versely, if Ay™+1 is non-negative (36) holds. Hence the non-negative character of Ay™+1 is a necessary and sufficient condition for the positive definiteness of the total charge.
On the other hand, from (166) one finds th a t the energy-density corresponding to (29) is given by ^ _ ^y . y .
Then by a similar argument one shows th at the total energy is positive definite if and only if Ay™ is a non-negative matrix. I t remains to be shown th at the field can be quantized. Consider the commuta-
where [A, B \± = A B ±B A and the + or -sign is to be taken according as Ay™+ or Ay™ is non-negative. <r and p are matrix indices and D(x -x') is the well-known generalization of Pauli & Jordan's Delta-function for the case %=t=0 (see Pauli 1940) . Clearly these commutation rules are relativistically invariant. Further, they are consistent with the equation of motion (12). For it is shown in A th at as a result of (13) and the relativistic invariance of (12)
where Q denotes any permutation of the indices ..., and the sum is over all Q. Therefore 
one finds on putting k = 0 and a0 th at
Now corresponding to (316) one gets
Hence, from (40) and (41),
Now the minimum equations of y™ and y™+1 have no repeated factors since 
Hence one can choose a representation in which y™ and y™+1 are diagonal and therefore Hermitian, since their eigenvalues 0, + 1 are real. Therefore from (14) A commutes with y™ and y™+1 in this representation. Therefore by a unitary trans formation A can be brought to the diagonal form without disturbing y™ and y^+1. Now consider the case when Ay™*1 is non-negative. Then yo*+1yl_1 = Ay™+1A~2 is also non-negative. The diagonal elements (y™+1 A*1)^ = 0 correspond to (yg1)^ = 0, since y0yol+1 = y™. Hence for cr = p the right side of (42) is > 0 u which case aa = 0 from (41). The commutation rules (40) are therefore con in the case of Fermi statistics. The validity of (38) then follows by Lorentz trans formation. The other case corresponding to Bose statistics does not need any further investigation.
E l e c t r o m a g n e t ic in t e r a c t io n
One can introduce electromagnetic interaction in (12) in the usual way by replacing dk by dk = dk -ie(j)k, where e is the charge and (j> k the electromagnetic potentials. The resulting equation is iy kdk rfr -f ey*$fc ^ + -6-'
I t is not a t all obvious whether this equation is self-consistent, i.e. whether it admits of any solutions other than \Jr = 0 for a given set of func th at since (44) can be derived by variation of a Lagrangian it must be self-consistent is invalid because the Lagrangian is not a positive definite from and therefore it need not have a minimum a t all. Also the method of counting the number of 'subsidiary conditions' (Fierz & Pauli 1939) satisfied by a t a given time is equally unsatisfactory so long as the mutual consistency of these conditions is not demon strated. In fact, this problem of the existence of a solution of the above system of partial differential equations is not an easy one a t all, especially since the y^'s are in general all singular. I shall therefore have to content myself merely with some remarks which make the existence of such a solution plausible.
First notice th a t the most general solution of (12) is
where D = y kdk/ix and ^ is an arbitrary solution of (11). For, clearly, (45) is always a solution of (12) in consequence of (39), and every solution of (12) can be put in the form (45) 
Thus (46) 
Using (47) one can determine \}rr by induction. If the series, so determined, converges for sufficiently small e in some domain it defines a solution of (44).
P u t 7Tk = ja* (49a)
and pk = A y k.
Then multiplying (44) by
A on the left one getsj
Since A is non-singular (50) is completely equivalent to (44). Notice th at due to (14), pk are Hermitian. Choose a representation in which p0 is diagonal. If 2, y0 and therefore p0 is singular, and so some of the eigenvalues of p0 are zero. Let <r0 and a denote any two matrix indices such th at (p0)(T o = 0 and Then (50) determines 7^^. but not n0^tr#. Corresponding to every cr0 one gets a 'subsidiary condition' (Fierz & Pauli 1939) for \Jr.
So far it has not been possible to quantize the field, in the general case, in presence of the electromagnetic interaction.
5. Non-relativistic approximation P u t p+ = ir?(i+r«). P-= * y f(i-r.). p» = i -y ?. 
Multiply (53) by P+, P_ and P0 respectively. Remembering th at P+ + P_ + P0 -1 and using (52) one finds that 
where | ^ | = Then it is clear from (54), (55) and (57) 
in both cases. From (60), (61) and (62) one gets 
where dk = dk + ieftk. The particle therefore has a magnetic moment M given by (65) where y = (Yv Y& Y3) and the bracket denotes the usual vector product.
A NEW y-REPRESENTATION
In the two well-known cases of the electron and the meson, the equation of motion can be put in the form (12) and the corresponding y k satisfy all the conditions imposed on them so far. I t is therefore of interest to know whether any other y-representations, besides these two, exist which fulfil all the above requirements. Corre sponding to every such representation one can set up a theory of a new elementary particle based on (12). In this section one such new representation will be con structed. This suffices to show th at the basic assumptions given do not preclude the possibility of the existence of new elementary particles.
Define y k by the following algebraic relations: 
Ak -( 7 k~^k ) R-
Then from (666) and (67) A kB t = BjA& , so th at A k and B t commute. Therefore A k R -R A k and from (66a)
Hence the algebra 21(A) generated by A k is the usual D
where A k and B t commute with each other and satisfy the Dirac and the DuffinKemmer commutation rules respectively. Now from (66a) it is clear th a t Be2l(y), so th at = i(^rfc + 7 *^)€^(r). 
Now choose an irreducible representation for B k in (68) so th at the corresponding 21(B) is simple. Then since 21(A) is also simple it follows from (69) th at 2l(y) is simple (see Artin, Nesbitt & Thrall 1944, p. 62) . Hence the y-representation so obtained is irreducible.
For physical application it is found more convenient to express y k in a slightly modified form. P ut . 71
Then ak and /?; commute with each other and satisfy the Dirac and the DuffinKemmer commutation rules respectively. (66) and (68) can now be written as
The tensor form of (66) ensures the invariance of 51(y) under the Lorentz group (cf. A). In fact, the operators Ikl are given by
The reflexion operator is a 0(l -2/? §) R. Moreover, from (71a),
( 1 ~7l 
satisfies (14) since A ao)A~x = -w*. In a suitable representation A a = a0 and
is a non-negative matrix, its eigenvalues being 0 and 1. Hence the total charge is positive definite and quantization in accordance with Fermi statistics is possible. For the 10-row representation of fik the corresponding yfc's are 40 x 40 matrices. However, on account of (7Id) and the rather complete knowledge of the structure of the a-and the /?-algebras which we now possess (Harish-Chandra 19466,0) the wave equation (12) can be handled quite easily (cf. § §7, 9). The a-space is the direct sum of two subspaces 0 and i transforming respectively according to the irreducible representations J 0 and of the Lorentz group. Similarly, the /?-space is the direct sum of three subspaces 9t1>0, 91$ j., 9t01 transforming according to ®1>0, $)$$, ®0,i respectively. The product space 9ta x 91,? can therefore be reduced with respect to the proper Lorentz group in the usual way by reducing each product occurring in the product representation Here © denotes a direct sum. As usual one finds on reduction th a t
where the factor 2 denotes th a t the representation in question occurs twice in the reduction. Similarly for the five-row representation of ftk, the s are 20 x 20 matrices and the following scheme of reduction holds:
( 76) and (77) would lead one to expect th at the corresponding wave equations describe particles which are capable of both spins § and This question will be discussed more closely in § 8.
T h e e q u a t io n o f m o t io n
As shown in A the second-order equation (11) follows from (12) on account of (73). However, from (12), one finds that The first term corresponds to the usual orbital current. The second term may be interpreted as the current due to a dipole density M kl given by
On account of (84) the third term in (86) is proportional to e2 and must be inter preted as the polarization current (cf. Kemmer 1939). I t vanishes in the absence of the external electromagnetic field. Now assume th at the electromagnetic field does not vary appreciably within a Compton wave-length and the interaction energy is small compared to the rest mass so that and X X
is not large comFurther, exclude the extreme relativistic case so th a t pared to \f\. Then it follows from (84) th a t up to the first approximation
and therefore to the same approximation
Therefore from (79), (85), (89) and (90) nkakf 
the other components being obtained by the cyclic permutations of 1, 2, 3. More over, define a non-negative Hermitian operator by the relation
k has only two eigenvalues 0 and 1. Choose a 0, cr3 and /?0, K a, k diagonal in the aand /^-spaces respectively. This corresponds to a reduction of the two spaces separ ately with respect to the three-dimensional rotation group. Now consider the free particle in the rest system. From (78 a )i t follows th a t states corresponding to the eigenvalue 0 of fi0 are permitted. First consider the ten-row representation of fik. Then the eigenvalue 0 of /?0 occurs four times. There are therefore 4x4= 16 independent states in the rest system. The energy density is given by = Xfto co(l ~ 2Ao) ^ = Xft^oft-Hence the eigenvalues ± 1 of a 0 correspond to states of positive and negative energy respectively. Thus there are eight independent states corresponding to each sign of energy. Now the angular-momentum tensor is given by (94) where IM is the same as in (72). Hence the spin (i.e. the angular momentum in the rest system) is given by l = 2 ^* ( 4 r 7o + 7 o4 t ) f = vf-
Thus the spin is represented by the operator |o + K. Since o and K commute this can be interpreted as the resultant of two independent spins and K respectively. The first of these has two independent states corresponding to the eigenvalues crz = ± 1, and the second has four independent states corresponding to = 1, K z = 0, ± 1 and k = 0, K z = 0. This accounts for the eight independent st each sign of energy. Similarly for the five-row representation there are six in dependent states for each sign of the energy corresponding to the eigenvalues tr3 = ± 1 and k = 1, K z = 0, ± 1. In both cases the total | and Notice th a t in order to describe completely the state of the free particle in the rest system in the ten-row representation it is, in general, not sufficient to give the sign of the energy and the direction and magnitude of the total spin. One must, in addition, specify whether the two component spins a and K are pointed along or opposite to each other. In this sense therefore the particle has an inner structure beyond the spin.
From (63) one easily shows th at the non-relativistic approximation of (79) is the same as th at of the Dirac electron. In this approximation the electro magnetic field acts only on the o-spin leaving the K-spin free. Hence each nonrelativistic state with a given direction of the magnetic moment (i.e. a-spin) is fourfold and threefold degenerate in the ten-row and five-row representations respectively. Thus the Pauli exclusion principle would be apparently inoperative for these particles in the non-relativistic approximation until all the degenerate levels are filled up. This difference in behaviour from a Dirac particle can therefore be detected in the case of systems consisting of several particles.
F ie l d e q u a t io n s
One can go over from the above 'particle formulation' to the 'wave formulation' (cf. Kemmer 1939) by using the r -formalism developed in two previous papers (Harish-Chandra 19466,0) . Greek alphabets will be used to denote spinor indices, Latin letters being reserved for tensor indices. Two one-row matrices r * and r * and two one-column matrices 1 ^ and 1 ^ are defined in the a-space so as to satisfy the following relations: i = i ? ? , = 0, r * Ip = ieafi,r* Tp = ieAp,
= 2(7Ar ; + 7 /ir A *).
Here ea/?, edp and crA/i have their usual meaning. I t can be shown (Harish-Chandra 
